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How are you all? Having come through the winter and seeing spring all around us, this must
surely put a spring in our steps, and we can look forward to getting our lives back and enjoying all those things
we love. Have you had your jabs yet? If not, it won’t be long before you are eligible to be called, and you
can even get it on the Bath and West showground!
I trust you have been building your latest project or perhaps finishing it off, and it won’t be long before you
can bring it to the show ground to run it. The good news according to Boris Johnson is that by March 29th, we
should be able to go back to the “six aside” system we ran before. This is for maintenance work only; all the
boiler certificates need checking, as does the track, coaches, etc., and don’t forget that the grass and those
weeds are at it again, and need dealing with. Please let me know if you wish to come down to help.
My hope is that, all things being equal, we should be able to open up as normal by 24th June and the plan is to
have a grand party to welcome us all back, get everything out and have an enormous steam up, and a
barbecue. Everyone brings some food and we have a big share up of the spoils. Watch this space.
When you come to renew your subs please remember they went up to £30 for this year, and if you are
sending a cheque please add £1, for we now have to pay bank charges on cheques! By the way we already
have had over a quarter of the membership’s subs in so please don’t be late. And if you are wondering about
the lack of train fare income over the last 12 months, we have still had to pay, rent, rates, electric, water,
insurance, etc.
The BIG events for us this year are going to be the postponed Royal Bath and West Show, renamed Bath and
West Country Festival, three days 27/29 August, and we will be running! Something else to look forward to is
the 20th year Essmee Club Birthday Party, so keep an eye open for some fun for all this summer
Last year the Government published a new set of Health and Safety regulations, HSS2020, to which we have
to conform, otherwise we shall not get insurance to run publicly! The upstart of this is that we all have to be
examined, tested, and records kept of all our abilities to drive, guard, signal, etc. etc. David Hale has kindly
volunteered to become our Training Officer, and he will have a number of members who will be responsible
for the training and certifying of each of the different skills involved.
This Chairman’s Chat will be almost the last one before I retire at the next AGM, so please have a big think.
Would you like to take it on – it really is rewarding? We have to have a Chairman! Please come and chat to me
and I will give you all the lowdown.
Keep safe and plan to enjoy this special spring season and we can all have fun. Go well.

Progress!

Robin Duijs.

My next project
My 5” 08 diesel shunter was completed just before Xmas, including radio control, but not fully track tested.
I had been pipe dreaming possibilities about the next project. It was to be a 5” small steam loco, now more
suitable for handling as the years advance! Building from scratch would take too long, so a part built “project”
that would provide a good start offered a likely way forward. My eye lit on a possibility. This was a nice
looking Pansy to the LBSC design, an 0-6-0 GWR saddle tank loco. This specimen comprised what appeared to
be a complete chassis with cylinder and all motion work complete and included the brake gear and was even
painted. There was a silver soldered copper boiler, smokebox with door and chimney.
During the subsequent phone conversation with Mike Palmer of Station Road Steam, he confirmed the very
high standard of work. He made a point of saying that the boiler looked excellent, no cracks on flanged plates,
well stayed and all silver soldering done with generous amounts of solder. The builder was Mr Paul Beeby who
had built many very good models over the last 40 years. This model had not been worked on for many years in
favour of other locomotives and had just sat on a shelf. Mr Beeby died earlier last year, hence its availability.
So, I told Mike that I would have it and asked if he would be able to deliver when down this way. He said he
didn’t know as he was just off for the weekend and would sort it all out in the next week. Meanwhile he
would remove it from the website. The next week was spent in anticipation of some news. On Wednesday I
received an email from Parcel force to say they were delivering a package to me on Friday. Still no word by
Friday when I had a dental appointment. On return there was a blue plastic sheet by the front door covering
two of the largest cardboard boxes that I have ever seen.
Having covered some of the house with white plastic packing peas, the two
components were inspected in the porch (pic). I can only say that I was
gobsmacked at the very high quality evident. I did eventually find an
envelope with the invoice amongst the wreckage of the packing! I looked
forward to starting work when I had cleared some other projects from the
workshop. John Canning, who is building one himself, had lent me his
duplicate set of
drawings so providing
much interest and food for thought.
The first things to do were to pressure test the boiler and
check the chassis over and try it on air. The chassis ran
very well and blanking plugs were made to enable the
boiler to be tested. It was obvious that this had never
been done as I had to cut threads in all the bushes to fit
the plugs.
The club tester was borrowed and the all was set up in
the workshop sink. With not much pressure applied, water poured out of the firehole. This was found to be
due to a significant leak in a stay inside the firebox near the top. With an intrascope the stays were inspected
and more than one identified. What to do now? After much cogitation and consultation with others, two
possibilities emerged for repair.
1). Have the boiled tinned all over by hot dipping, as sometimes used by my father and me years ago. 2) repair
by a copper boiler maker such as Western Steam. Hot tin dipping was not
possible as I could not find a firm that does this anymore. Tinning now seems
to be done by a spray process on small components. Lockdown 3 prevented
taking the boiler to Western Steam for assessment.
I had been prepared to pay a reasonable amount for a repair. If this was more
than I wished to spend, Mike Palmer had offered to make a refund on the loco
being returned to him. In a recent phone conversation with Western Steam,
they said that that they were so full of new build work that they are not

accepting any repair work. The details of the failure were discussed at length and I was told that repair of this
sort was potentially time-consuming as more leaks are often found as pressure is increased and that success
cannot be assured, together with significant expense in their experience. The recommendation was that the
boiler was scrap! What a pity, so it will all be returned to Mike and I will get a full refund. I must say that
there was not the slightest quibble about this at all. Mike just said, “It’s the way we do business”.
So, what now? I thought that I might complete the Pansy project as a tender loco and pretend that it was a
Dean Goods, mainly to avoid the difficulty with the side tanks and hand pump and to ease access for oiling the
inside Stephenson’s gear. I also wanted to fit a sensible fountain on the boiler to simplify the pipework. But I
also came to realise that I now get more satisfaction in assembly and finishing of a kit rather than the
manufacture of all the parts. Also, I did not find another suitable unfinished project with a sound boiler. The
result? I have just ordered a Polly IV kit. This is a 5” 0-6-0 steam tender loco with a late 19th century aspect.
I mentioned earlier that my 08 project was complete. This is a 5” 0-6-0 class 08 diesel shunter. It had
its first proper trial run round the Clubhouse just before lockdown no 2. This test was not successful as the
control was too sensitive. The solution on contacting the manufacturer of the Electronics was to run on 12
volts instead of 24. They offered to change the
controller for a 12V one. This they did and the new
one was installed together with a small wiring mod by
Alan Bridger. The recent test showed it to be
satisfactory. We did not have a 5” driving trolley so
decided to use Ifor’s 7 1/4’’ trolley. It looked a bit odd
to say the least! The radio control has now been
installed and operates. Weather and Lockdown no 3
have frustrated any track trials.
Roy Procter
It could look like this in the future!

HS2020
This wonderful document replaces HSG216 and has been put together by various miniature railway
organisations in conjunction with the Government Health and Safety Executive. It consists of 32 pages of
advice and recommendation. It has also taken two years to bring into being.
The major changes are with record keeping of various types, and in particular training. Did you know that we
already keep records of derailments, bridge inspections, line work, boiler inspections and any major changes
to our track? Most of this work is done unseen by the majority of members.
However, we are now being asked what training, if any, is given to our guards, drivers etc. and the annual
updates and to provide written proof. This should not prove to be too onerous a job and could provide us with
a bit of fun if we take it in the correct manner.
So please be polite to our trainers when they ask various
questions about your ability and experience. It’s really to
avoid unnecessary embarrassment and expense if we
ever do have an accident and HSE do decide to pay us a
visit.
George White

Looking back - The Hunter’s Rest Railway 2004
The 2004 season saw ESSMEE
operating at The Hunter’s Rest Public
House Miniature Railway. The pub
itself is well off the beaten track,
situated above the village of Clutton
about a mile off the A37. Many of
Raising steam on the Hunslet
you will be aware that amongst its
with Paul Thomas (Pub Landlord),
particular charms back in 2004 was The Hunslet during public running with
Stephen Wessel and Richard
Driver Stephen Wessel and Martin Rouse
Ashdown.
the attraction of a miniature railway as Guard.
in its grounds. This was originally
built some 45 years earlier by a previous landlord who was something of a railway enthusiast. The 2004
landlord, Paul Thomas, had kept up the tradition and over the years had developed and extended the dual
gauge 7¼” and 5” to a one-third mile ground level track. The line followed a dumb-bell route, winding its way
around a lake at the bottom of the car park and including a tunnel. The railway was quite a challenge to drive
with both steep gradients (1:40) and sharp curves (20' radius).
Motive power on the line consisted of an
elderly one-third scale Hunslet and an equally
old and slightly more dilapidated petrol
powered Hymek. There was also a small petrol
shunter that apparently only goes forwards!
One carriage was used per loco because of the
gradients. The railway had alternate periods of
both regular usage and neglect. Often the line
has almost disappeared under ever-encroaching undergrowth!

John Canning and Pete
Beacham preparing for track
clearance prior to public
running.

Before each running session back in 2004, ESSMEE members spent some time with strimmer’s, shears and
secateurs removing branches and nettles to allow the line to be used. Running was on the second Sunday of
the month with members arriving by midday in order to steam the Hunslet and clear the undergrowth. Pleased
to say we had a regular band of helpers with everyone taking a fair share of the duties. There were also
opportunities for some driver training on both the steam and petrol loco. We raised £112.50 in that season and
we are grateful to Paul Thomas (the then Landlord) for his kind hospitality not only for the regular Sunday slot
but also for the occasions when we have held our monthly meetings
there.
The Turn Table and spare track back in
2004.

Exiting the tunnel with
Richard Ashdown driving.

In the early years at ESSMEE your
Committee had been holding its
meetings in the comfort of The
Hunter’s Rest. (The reason for this
choice is probably not unconnected
to its proximity to the then, Hon
Sec’s home and the fact that it
stocked his particular favourite
draught cider).
“I cannot think of a better reason!”
(Copy taken from a 2004 Newsletter) Roy Lipscombe

Club Finances
It has been a difficult 18 months for the income of ESSMEE, with the last passenger carrying activity the Santa
Special making a net loss of just short of £100. During this period your committee has sought to minimise
outgoings through an embargo on all but essential maintenance and repair. Further action has been taken to
reduce insurance costs both in August 2020 and more recently at renewal.
Your committee has recently agreed changes and reductions to asset values that has resulted in
approximately £900 of savings over the costs of in 2019/20 (a 34% reduction). We do not believe that this has
increased risk to the club as all assets that support earning capability are still adequately covered. Details can
be found in the minutes of the last committee meeting.
You may recall that last summer ESSMEE received a £7000 grant from Mendip Council from government
funds, supplied to support clubs and other voluntary organisations survive a period of lost income due to
Covid. In February a further government tranche was issued, and ESSMEE has now received a further £3000
from Mendip Council. The present state of finances suggests that if we continue to exercise caution with our
spending, we now have sufficient funds to see us through to this time next year. This projection assumes that
we generate no income this year from ticket sales and that there are no unavoidable expensive surprises.
You may also be aware that RB&W have delayed their main show from half term in late March to August and
called it the Bath & West Country Festival. It is not yet clear who will be attracted to this show or how large
the crowds will be. As this will be the only major earning event for us this year, we hope that you will all give
us your full support to help secure the club’s financial future.
Brian Wilson

Oakhill & Ashwick Local History Group - The Oakhill Brewery Railway – Lin Thorley
The Brewery was extremely important in the history of Oakhill: it was productive, long-lasting, and successful.
But only one aspect of it was unique: the Oakhill line was the only brewery narrow-gauge railway ever built in
the UK. The story here will be familiar to long-term residents (apologies) but will be new to many
later comers.
By the turn of the last century the Oakhill Brewery was producing some 2,000 barrels of beer a week. This was
moved by road, but as can be imagined the steam lorries that ran on pre-WW1 roads were wreaking havoc
with surfaces. Mendip District Council insisted something should be done. So, the Directors of the Brewery
decided on a novel course.
They commissioned a narrow-gauge railway which would move the stock – including the hugely popular
Oakhill Stout – from the Brewery in the middle of Oakhill up to Binegar Station, where it would be loaded onto
trains of the Somerset and Dorset railway line.
The track was laid out by Bagnalls of Stafford, to a gauge of 2ft 6in using rails weighing 56lb to the yard, with
transverse wooden sleepers, laid on local stone ballast. In June 1903 Bagnalls supplied a 0-4-0T engine named
‘Mendip’, which had a supply of 150 gallons of water and a bunker for 14 cubic feet of coal. This was joined in
April 1904 by ‘Oakhill’, a larger engine from Peckett and Sons of Bristol, carrying 340 gallons of water and 5
cwt of coal. The livery for both was olive green with black bands, picked out in yellow and vermilion, giving
them a very striking appearance.
Bagnalls also supplied the rolling stock, 6 low-sided bogies, the wagons having light grey bodywork with black
metalwork. The manpower included a Driver and Fireman, plus a Brakesman who rode on a platform at the
back.
The track ran from the loading bay at the front of the Brewery on Oakhill High St (with double sidings running
off between the maltings buildings, now called the ‘Old Brewery’, behind which was the Engine Shed for
maintenance). After loading the train took on water at the side of the Brewery, ran down Gas Lane past the
Beeches and on past the old stables (now private housing) to start a long slow climb. Turning west, running at

a distance from the houses but parallel with the High St, it arrived at the Bristol Rd (A37), then over a level
crossing just south of Batts Farm (not much traffic in those days!). Passing behind Batts Farm it made its way
north to level with the Mendip Inn, then crossed the B3135. By this stage it had climbed 100 ft. It ran north
across fields to Binegar Bottom, which it crossed by a three-span steel girder viaduct, 35 feet above the road
below.
Passing through a very short cutting it
arrived at Binegar Station to be
unloaded. The journey took about 25
minutes, and 20 on the return carrying
only empties (with a couple of
schoolboys aboard if they were
lucky!). There were usually two trains
per day each having 5 wagons, but at
busy times the ‘Oakhill’ could take 6
wagons and up to 6 trips a day. The
drivers were Mr Ford in the early days,
followed in 1917 by Harry Lambert
(Percy’s father) and Arthur Barnett.
Trade declined during WW1, mainly due
to the UK government restrictions on
grain and hops – no restriction in Ireland meant Guinness was able to take over their customers (trade wars
even then!). Annual profits at Oakhill dropped from £250,000 before the War, to £4,000 after it. Motor lorries
would be more economical
and the roads were now tarmacked, so the railway was discontinued in 1921 and the stock sold off. The
‘Oakhill’ was pensioned off to a cement works in Wales; the rolling stock went to Welsh docks. Some Oakhill
farms today have supplies of rails to use in fencing even now. There are surprisingly few signs of the railway
still to be seen – some wooden posts, some stone from the dismantled pillars of the viaduct. And, sadly, very
little is left of the old Brewery itself. Article found by Brian Wilson

Turn Back the Clock Part 6
Initially the track was used with trains running in a clockwise direction because after starting on the level
trains almost immediately encountered the short 1:40 downward incline. Then having progressed onto the
elevated viaduct began a steady 1:100 climb to regain the original level. The thinking behind this was that it
was more forgiving to novice drivers by allowing an easy start to a run. However, if as a variation it was
decided to turn a train to run in the opposite direction it soon became apparent that the turntable had
limitations since at any one time only a locomotive or a couple of wagons could be turned, thus it could take
some time.
It was decided to add a reverse curve leaving the main line at the lower end of the 1:40 incline, and then
following an "S" formation to join the original loop up near the "normal" starting point. Obviously more
concrete was required. Having positioned the shuttering, and being mid-summer, conditions were not ideal
for laying concrete as it tended to go off too quickly, needing frequent spraying with water.
However, whilst the concrete was allowed to cure, two more
turnouts were constructed, plus the requisite straight and curved
panels all of which were then positioned and screwed down.

May 5th 2012

Something was still missing! Driving round and round, even with
reversing direction from time to time can become rather boring.
A number of ESSMEE members had been constructing wagons,
and between us we had quite a collection. It was decided to
build a small shunting yard to provide additional interest. I did
not want to concrete over too big an area of the existing grass,
so decided that a yard with three roads would provide sufficient
operating possibilities.

May 5th 2012

The chosen site was alongside the passing loop inside the west
side of the main line. Remember that the main line and this loop had a 1:40 incline due to the natural slope of
the site, thus to provide a shunting yard which was level it would be necessary to build the level up. The idea
of having a sort of "hump" yard was discounted as it was felt that wagons colliding after rolling down such a
slope would inevitably result in damage. At the lower end of the chosen area the height difference was about
300mm. Undaunted, work began. The road closest to the loop would be about twelve metres long. Due to
the need to re-use shuttering boards, and also because of the volume of concrete needed, it would be laid in
two separate sessions. Shuttering was positioned, and by incorporating quite a lot of hardcore, the amount of
concrete was not unreasonable for this first section. The
shuttering was moved across for the first length of the second
road, with great care being taken to keep it level with the section
that had already been laid. Then again, the shuttering was moved
across for the first section of the third road. Before the concrete
was poured into each section, steel bars were inserted at the ends
to ensure sound joints with subsequent sections
Once the first length
May 17th 2012
for the third road had
been poured, the
shuttering was again re-positioned to extend the concrete for the
first road, and so on. Having completed the straight sections of all
three it was possible to add the sections which would join back to
the loop.
May 17th 2012
Once again, track
panels and points had
been made whilst the
concrete was curing, but before they were screwed down it was
decided to apply a thin coat of mastic to the concrete to try to
reduce water being absorbed into the underside of the sleepers.
This proved to be a
waste of time since
exposure to hot
June 23rd 2012
sunshine quickly lifted
the mastic, but it was
worth a try. Three stop blocks had been made using off-cuts of rail
similar to full size practice, so these were also installed.
June 23rd 2012

September 10th 2012

The yard was now ready for use. It quickly became apparent that
there were certain limitations. When a train entered the yard loco
first, the loco became trapped until the wagon were uncoupled,
and a "pilot" could draw them away from the loco. To overcome
this problem yet
another two points
were made, and these
were inserted about
two thirds down the
length of roads one
and two, (the roads

being numbered away from the loop).
This worked much better, but still proved to be less than ideal and
October 12th 2012
a solution quickly became apparent although it would mean a bit
more concrete, and another set of points!
The points part way along roads one and two were lifted and re-installed between road two and three, whilst
still retaining the existing access to the yard from the loop. Once the additional concrete had been poured, the
new point was inserted into the reverse curve providing a parallel access (or exit) to road three. This allowed
an escape route for locos, and has the added advantage that shunting operations do not necessarily have to
be interrupted. The result can be seen in the picture below with the yard in use.
So there we are. I think adding more track must cease. Currently
all points are operated manually, and there is an almost total lack
of signals so there is scope for improvement in that direction. We
shall see. Like most who are involved in miniature railways, apart
from cost, and perhaps declining energy, the other limiting factor
is time. Why didn't I start when I was younger? Turn Back the
Clock!

Don't forget, once conditions improve, and we are able to meet again, there is an open invitation to anyone
with 5" locos and/or stock to make use of the track.
The Postcode is BA228AQ and the phone number is 01935850241 or 07436003812.
Remember these happy days from 2017?

David Hale.

NO 41934 – GWR - 'CROCODILE F'
BOGIE WELL WAGON
‘Crocodile’ was the GWR telegraphic code for what were
originally described as Boiler Trucks, but later referred to as
Trollies. These are all well wagons designed to carry large
loads within the loading gauge and include 4-wheel and bogie
versions. The ‘F’ designates this as a 52ft wagon capable of
carrying 25 tons. Several hundred of these low-slung vehicles
were constructed throughout the GWR's history for the
transportation of many awkward loads from locomotive
boilers to naval buoys.
41934 was one of 12 similar wagons built to
diagram C12 in 1908. Originally in service with the
GWR, it is notable in that it saw active service
during World War II with not only the British
Expeditionary Force and the US 5th Army in France,
but also the Wehrmacht, having been left behind at
Dunkirk in 1941 and then reclaimed after D-Day
returning to its duties with the GWR in 1945.

Mark 1 ‘Crocodile Wagon’ Circa 1900, on the
street at Innisfail NQ, Australia.
Roy Lipscombe

New Lightweight Carriage’s Brake System
David Hale has been working on the brake system for the new lightweight passenger carriages when possible
during this Covid limited period.
A decision has been made to employ vacuum brakes as opposed to the air brakes on the existing standard
carriages.
The last model engineering club I belonged to, Staines, run 5” and 3½” gauge locomotives and their passenger
carriages are of similar size, weight and carrying capacity to the club’s lightweight carriages. The Staines
carriages employ vacuum brakes using very similar vacuum actuators.
The vacuum level used by the Staines club is in the region of -12” Hg.To generate the necessary vacuum there
are 2 options for the driver, the first is a steam ejector and
the second the use of a vacuum pumping box powered by
an integral 12V battery.
The picture shows the box I used for many years of
running at the Staines track, it is very similar to boxes used
by other club members.
It consists of a small vacuum pump, a vacuum switch, a
small reservoir, a vacuum gauge, a 3-port valve and the
12V 8Ahr battery. (I sourced mine from 12V batteries that
were replaced in fire alarms and emergency exit signs and,

although time expired for their initial duty, still had a long life available. Get to know a friendly electrician
carrying out the maintenance of alarms etc.)
The vacuum pump can be bought from the likes of Banggoods for a modest amount or one can make one’s
own using a small 12Vdc motor freely available from the likes of eBay etc...
Again, a vacuum gauge is available from eBay at just over £5.
The reservoir is made from plastic waste pipe with end stoppers.
More problematic is the vacuum switch that needs to operate at the correct vacuum and have a suitable dead
band. The dead band is necessary to prevent continual switching on and off of the pump if the whole train
system has a very small leak.
To control the brakes a 3-port valve is necessary and can easily be made, either a disc valve, seen in the
picture or spool valve using a lever to move the spool between brakes off – brakes on.
The box is open to any suitable design that will carry all the components.
I have available drawings for a suitable pump and a vacuum switch but I intend to redesign the switch to give
better control of the dead band.
The other option for a vacuum control system is based on a vacuum ejector run off of the boiler. The down
side of this route is that with the smaller boilers of the locos, for which the lightweight carriages are intended,
the extra steam demands of an ejector may lead to a more difficult driving experience.
Should anyone wish to consider building a vacuum brake box in anticipation of the covid restrictions being
lifted and the lightweight carriages being introduced into service then please let me know. David Tompkins

Thank you to our contributors:
Robin Duijs
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Roy Procter
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Please send in your interesting articles and photos to share with everyone in the next
newsletter.
Remember our website! essmee.org.uk

